CAPA from the Student's View

The course webpage has links to the CAPA. Click on “Links” at the top of the page:

www.colorado.edu/physics/phys1240/

and you will find a link to the main CAPA page, which is

www.colorado.edu/physics/CAPA/Cindex.html

To logon to CAPA, students need their 9-digit student ID and a 4-digit CAPA PIN. The student ID is how CAPA knows who the student is; the CAPA PIN is how CAPA knows which problem set the student is working on. The CAPA PIN changes every week; it is different for different problem sets. (In the second or third week, some students will try to access their CAPA Set 2 using their CAPA Set 1 PIN.)

Students can have their CAPA PIN emailed to themselves instantly by using CAPA Pingetter on the CAPA logon page.

Students can see all their previous submissions by using the "Check your previous submissions" link on the logon page.